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The Audience of One
5 Ways to Connect With Customers
Business begins and ends with a contact.
A single contact. One.
Getting repeat business lies in seeing each
customer contact as a performance for an
audience of one. You need to connect, to assure
that your unique difference is communicated and
remembered.
Does your business, especially
your web site have the power
to connect?

3. Use the distinct sounds of your company,
product or service to enhance your position.
Do you have a sound effect as powerful as a
Coke being opened or a lug wrench tightening a
bolt at a Les Schwab shop? Is there a sound
effect that will bring the curtain up on a “memory
play” for your business?

Want repeat
business?

Make sure that you:
1. Reduce your unique
difference to a short
statement that everyone (staff,
referral sources and
customers) familiar with our
operation can be aware of,
memorize and interpret.

Play to the
audience
of one.

2. Use graphics that connect to strengthen
the memory. Symbols, illustrations and photos
can all make a contact count more. Use visuals
that people understand.
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4. Build in tactile differences.
Use heavy or textured paper.
Show a texture on the
background of our web site.
Use close-up photos to reveal
the weave of a garment.
5. Give them a taste. A free
trial or sample with no
obligation is the easiest way to
overcome the difficulty of
getting people to take action.
Make sure that every contact
you make is a prize-winning
performance. Touch as many
senses as you can for each
audience of one.
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